
To UNODC Chair, ad-hoc committee and secretariat
From Business Innovation Research Dev (The BIRD)

Subject: Countering uses of Information/Communications Technologies for Criminal Purposes and Sustainable Development treaty (UNGA resolution 74/247)

25/06/22

Dear Mrs. MBarki, dear colleagues of the UNODC, ladies and gentlemen,

“BIRD” is much pleased to receive the invitation. We thank UNODC for elaborating this important Treaty.

I) TREATY CAUSES/CONTEXTS:

   It highlights three causes of poverty (Employability, Solidarity, Green) for leveraging ‘‘World We Want” in uncertainty.

A/ Internationalized Poverty Causation

   REFERENCE: SDG16- Police Integrity and Justice System: ‘‘...Elaborate...Comprehensive ...Countering ...Technologies...Criminal Purposes’’. (First session, N.Y., 28 February–11/04/2022). Development paradigms shifted from signs to causes of underdevelopment. Governments unsecured “BBB” stakeholders civil protection (SDG3: food security, SDG1: poverty reduction), several paradigms “From words to actions”, “Leaving Nobody Behind” “Thinking Global, Acting Local”, unfilled people lacking basic business and human rights.

   Cause 1: Brainstorming list:

   a) Dynamic of ageing population with economic values,
   b) Insufficient resources for seniors,
   c) “As a result, people reliance on several technology changes (ICT, MIS, IoT, block-chain, Bitcoin crypto, internet, and robot, mobile units…to support political communication for raising money…)
   d) We are looking at the treaty to change this situation,
   e) Seniors are not stressed (covid19) and using the Civil Protection,
   f) Youth stressors induce concerns of imagining hazard/ risks through public announcement,
   g) UN motto: Planet health, Prosperity, wellbeing, Happiness, Peace and Security,
   h) Technology releases a new freedom dynamic,
   i) Most vulnerable organizations outreach technologies,
   j) Websites/technologies are not clear nets,
   k) They are just no technology, as the result, it is a vicious cycle of poverty,
   l) Often big families, children, women and vulnerable groups are poor, 70% of women are poor (EBRD).

   Cause 2: Administrative simplification:

   a) E-commerce cannot meet digital skills,
   b) Homeless persons and precariat, (migrants, seniors and older persons, safety nets) can lack the physical necessity,
   c) Programs, designs and Evidence Based Policies (EBP),
   d) France Digital Public Space/ “Espace Numérique Publique” (EPN),
   e) Social, economic and environmental barriers are not just in the psychology motivators,
   f) Homeless mental blocks are habits of concentrating in making a living, with no time to create a network of wealth,
   g) Administration can provide remedies,
   h) Information broke down information in parts,
   i) Municipality energies/resources are stretched,
   j) Business and Human rights,
   k) Resources are constraint by the planned economies,
   l) Education to technology and vicious Cycle of Poverty, and
   m) Feeding the empty stomachs with foods that should go to the trash do not reduce poverty.

Cause 3: Countering crimes with physical needs, using technologies, moving from clear net to dark net/web, in order to deliver a message from senders to receivers, neither understanding nor a meaningful. However can help to pile up, lump sums money, in anonymization. Cybercrime organization can meet more challenging threats of irregular wars. Urgency of transforming ‘’Words to Actions’’ for an ad-hoc civil protection. Besides, denials of facts can add effect of collusions, manipulations, frameworks with intent, contexts and content are screened to twist the facts with the writer skills.

B/ Cultural influences on fashion trends making the terrorism threat a precondition:

REFERENCES:


- Société Française Protection Juridique 27 TER Boulevard St Martin Service Banque Postale Assurance IARD ESI TSA 41234 BAL 0897 92919 LA DEFENSE CEDEX , 07/01/2022, court case 2019-2022

1- The terrorist technology set of tools breakdown parts:

a) Cybercrime Project Definition deliverables:

During the short six weeks, before the summer holidays presented a set of tools used by terrorist managers. Everyone was working to present the conformism claimed by social activities in the food industry for homeless persons. The new manager introduced new working methods based on the use of technologies and information system for innovation and performance specification based on rationality. To that end, his team transformed a lower context for socializing to higher context claiming Civil Defense and Protection of Victims, law enforcement and order, with National Police.

b) Capacity building require serious discussions, a focus on investigation and mitigation, reviews with Human rights and training, law enforcement hand in hand with the judiciary system, helping to improve transparency for all, provision drafts and technology transfers, information and communication to prevent threats of political communication with more ethical behaviors of organizations:

*They are actions of laws with the World We Want in accordance with the business CSR and UN enforced mandate. Creating these deterrence to counter the cybercrime will not arrive overnight. ‘’In perception, training and professionalism cannot be compared with the driving license skill’’ (The BIRD). The cyber space is full of surprises in a multidimensional World Wide Web. Computers, mobile phone hardware/software are very ambiguous can reveal the complexity of hackers and scammers of the dark net and dark web. UN will have to deal, particularly in the global south where the most capacity is made by UN. Also, regional organization, and building a capacity of the Civil Society Organization.’’ (UNODC Forum 13-14 June 2022, Vienna, Austria, UN Headquarters.)

C) Treaty and issue to be dealt with:

1- Crime theory:

(a) Government officials did not prove the charge and the BIRD made it difficult for them, to prosecute.

(b) Aged population and mobile phone users seeking employability challenged views of messages,

c) Transforming them into crime cases against civilian protection.

2- Technologies:

(a) Smartphone,

(b) 3 doors small smart car,

(c) Counting machine to forecast meals,

(d) Expected revenue from a harassment law: 75000 euros, and

(e) Small pieces of a rope helped keeping homeless beneficiaries, restricted without a dignity for several groups.

3- General behaviors of homeless entities while queuing to reduce the famine was scrutinized by the new manager to reduce harassment of young females volunteering representing 80% NGO workforce.

4- Pathologies:

(a) Management disrupted a fragile context to mobilize national police in internationalization, from highest officials – head of national police Didier Lallement, home affairs, justice ministers, Prime Minister Castex–to bottom and various communities,

(b) Civil protection culture created a management change,

(c) Didier Lallement was planning to have large cultural projects under France 1905 law of civilian freedom for organizing for action with the state agreed utility,

(d) Since the opening of the first NGO homeless kitchen Soup, the business of poverty developed satisfactorily.

(e) Expanded networks have created the precariat: “It was not without fears for six weeks to Civilian Protection.

(f) Perception of large turn-key contract project for stakeholders in the view of cashing public safety nets,

(g) Participation created a chaos from police harassment theory to action, Political communication mobilized National Police management for search, stop and prosecution. Also, it could be fun, entertaining and exciting to direct interest with the Treaty for UN SDG by 2030.

II] TREATY AND THE RISK IMPACTS:

REFERENCE: Article 72… “the use of…” (Kyoto, 2021), Art.72: Implement the measures necessary to obtain and share reliable information on beneficial ownership of companies, legal structures or other complex legal mechanisms, thus facilitating the investigation process and the execution of mutual legal assistance requests. Draft Kyoto declaration on advancing crime prevention, criminal justice and the rule of law: towards the achievement of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

A/ The poverty reduction outcome:

1- Communication Technology. – Electronic systems used for communication between individuals or groups not physically present at the same location. It is about ways people can talk or write to each other and exchange messages, pictures or sounds.

2- Information Technology. – It refers to devices (hardware) and algorithms or programs (software) used to store, retrieve and process data, and it refers to all computer applications and devices

3- Treaty to counter the use of information and technology for the crime purpose. - Cybersecurity: (1) People, (2) System, (3) Organization. The Information and technologies with the crimes, refers to Kyoto 2021 (art. 72), Kyoto, Japan, 7–12 March 2021.

B/ Criteria and performance specifications of the Public Private Participation for the poverty reduction:

This relationship between the technology of a terrorist and the technology of activists for UN-SDG, can be viewed as one of the more important modern arms races, not between superpowers in missile construction but between small groups and states vying for the ability to either perpetrate or prevent a low intensity conflict.

- **UN Sustainable Development:**
  Ordinarily, between: 2007-2019, developers at the public places are not new. Mrs., Harlem Gro Brundtland defined development as fulfilling present generation needs and ensuring future generation can satisfy their own needs. SD is several actions from CO2 emission reduction, energy transition to renewability, CSR, full supply chain sustainability from suppliers, human resources, processes, sellers, and users. The 3 pillars (society, economy, ecology) of the sustainability triangle are detrimental. They must be reached together at all times: Otherwise, branded goods are fake news. The treaty must reduce the “Greenwash” and promote a true “Precautionary” Principle.

- Harassment theory cast a shadow on terrorism/cybercrime attacks, during 6 weeks in 2019, then followed covid 19.
  Former manager Mr. Martin for 12 years contributed to social and cultural Restaurant du Coeur Kitchen soup respectful to all person/group identities/diversities, valuing fairness, equity, bearable and viable development. The new manager introduces chaotic industry of hunger business, restaurant du Coeur food logistics replaced, by the street harassers own proprietorship of citizen cars, and removal of the right to own ownerships: right to own without legal entitlement and possession (without legal title).

- Team of volunteers, with imagination were outsourcing the unsold foods from the supermarket. Somedays, Risk poisoning was obvious, witnessed France Food Drug Standard Administration in media writing and health/solidarity minister recalling all supermarket contaminated food. However, Food outlaw by national consensus could be offered in the plates of homeless people at Ile au Sein public places. Besides, there was the “eloge” of vulnerability: disabled/older manager striving for a scarce private revenues, under an outdoor working environment constrained by street violence/lacks of controllability. Several other pressures against legal codes (civil, crime, UNESCO)…failed. Mrs. Morel a care manager in the luxury good new instruction hurt in the society.

- As the consequence, criteria and performance specification for global architecture: The 6 weeks scheme Ipso facto broke business continuity of the public utility, and cast a terrorist/cybercrime organized group, opening of a new era of cooperation between imaginative entrepreneurs running the NGO, with an abhorrent MBO profit. The public utility fraudulent public ended with the summer holidays in 2019 and presented the dark net and dark web, which strategic elements were collusion, manipulation and confusion to present Business Innovation Research Development CEO as a person, who is not following the rule of law. Opposite the new manager (Astier) for 6 weeks supervising the NGO restaurant du Coeur with Head of Police Paris public Utility licensing were eager to compete with other people to achieve or get something against the street and public places protesters.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

- R1: Reputation and perceived quality,
- R2: Extension of ethics in organizations,
- R3: Trust building in the MIS and ICT, and
- R4: Reduce the information asymmetry

We thank you for understanding and helping in the elaboration of the treaty, Mrs. Chair, dear colleagues of the UNODC, ladies and gentlemen and we look forward to hearing from.

BIRD CEO

Georges RADJOU, MBA, DUPBEH

ECOSOC Special Consultative Status